GOOD NEWS!
We're now able to offer you a quick and safe
delivery of our most in-demand pieces ready
for you in just 2 weeks.
We want to be as quick as possible in
delivering your orders to you and to answer
frequent inquiries for urgent orders.
Our Ready-to-ship selection contains our best
seller products, fit for any residential and
commercial projects.

BRIDA CHAIR
WITH AND WITHOUT ARMRESTS
by Grupa Studio for GIR

Brida represents the result of
combining modern
technology of processing
wood and meticulous
handcraftsmanship.
The collection consists of a
chair with armrests, a chair
without an armrest, bar stool,
and semi-armchairs.
The uniqueness of the series
can be seen in the detail of a
slantwise cut edge which
moves through a continuous
line that binds the armrest
and the backrest.

Clean angles and surfaces
accentuate the feeling of
mass and firmness while at
the same time it achieves a
visually purified, elegant and
fluid form.
The option of choosing from
several different colors, as
well as adding padded parts,
modifies the character of the
product and, in such a way, it
makes it easily adaptable to
different contexts.

57 x 48 x h76 cm
Ash

Oak

Wallnut

KLIN TABLE
RECTANGLE AND ROUND
by Numen / For Use for GIR

Klin table system is inspired
by the structure of rural
agricultural tools of the Alps.
Basic wooden profile is
partially cut through the
central axis which allows for
the widening of smaller parts
by using wedges. The result
is a characteristic Y shape
consisting of a unique base
and two high-strung lateral
forks.

The expanded “capital”
secures a bigger connecting
surface through which the
leg is attached to the
tabletop, while the horizontal
wedge, at the same time, can
be used for opening the leg’s
ending tips as well as for
storing the screws. This
detail, besides ensuring
stability of the structure,
allows for an uncomplicated
assembling and
disassembling of the legs.

Round

Rectangle

110 -130 x 110 - 130 x h75 cm

140 - 220 x 60 - 90 x h75 cm

Oak

Wallnut

Black

POLYTOP TABLES
3/4/5/6 METAL LEGS

by Neisako Studio for GIR

The collection of coffee
tables typifies the ability of
spatial positioning into
compatible geometrical
compositions. Simply joining
two tables and aligning their
base edges creates a desired
appearance of the interior.

Set of four coffee tables of
different proportions varies
from a wide and low with a
hexagonal base to a tall and
narrow with a triangle base.
Available in oak, ash or
walnut.

45 x 45 x h50 cm

55 x 55 x h43 cm

67 x 67 x h36 cm

79 x 79 x h29 cm

Oak

Wallnut

Black

